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Abstract

Background

The association between cognitive decline and the ability to recognise emotions in interper-

sonal communication is not well understood. We aimed to investigate the association

between cognitive function and the ability to recognise emotions in other people’s facial

expressions across the full continuum of cognitive capacity.

Methods

Cross-sectional analysis of 4039 participants (3016 men, 1023 women aged 59 to 82

years) in the Whitehall II study. Cognitive function was assessed using a 30-item Mini-

Mental State Examination (MMSE), further classified into 8 groups: 30, 29, 28, 27, 26,

25, 24, and <24 (possible dementia) MMSE points. The Facial Expression Recognition

Task (FERT) was used to examine recognition of anger, fear, disgust, sadness, and

happiness.

Results

The multivariable adjusted difference in the percentage of accurate recognition between the

highest and lowest MMSE group was 14.9 (95%CI, 11.1–18.7) for anger, 15.5 (11.9–19.2)

for fear, 18.5 (15.2–21.8) for disgust, 11.6 (7.3–16.0) for sadness, and 6.3 (3.1–9.4) for hap-

piness. However, recognition of several emotions was reduced already after 1 to 2-point

reduction in MMSE and with further points down in MMSE, the recognition worsened at an

accelerated rate.

Conclusions

The ability to recognize emotion in facial expressions is affected at an early stage of cogni-

tive impairment and might decline at an accelerated rate with the deterioration of cognitive
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function. Accurate recognition of happiness seems to be less affected by a severe decline in

cognitive performance than recognition of negatively valued emotions.

Introduction

The ability to recognize emotions is a key element in maintaining interpersonal relationships

in aging and an important resource for mental health [1]. Newborns and infants younger than

5 months have the preference of smiling faces, which has been suggested to be automatic and

universal and reflect their earliest experience of human face [2, 3]. Later in life, deficiency in

emotion recognition has been associated with withdrawal from social interaction, poor com-

munication, and mental health problems [4–6]. In clinical studies, poorer recognition of emo-

tions in facial expressions has also been linked to Alzheimer’s disease [4, 7, 8] in which

interpersonal problems have been identified as important targets for intervention [9].

Cognitive function, such as short-term memory, speed of reasoning and reaction time, tend

to decrease at older ages even in the absence of neurodegenerative disorders, such as Alzhei-

mer’s disease. With population ageing, ‘cognitive ageing’ has become a major public health

issue affecting every day functioning of an increasing proportion of people [10, 11]. Tests of

emotion recognition might represent a potential tool for detection of early-stage cognitive

impairment. In addition, research on potential mechanisms, such as deficits in the recognition

of other people’s emotions, which might link impaired cognitive function to interpersonal

problems and behavioural disturbances, would increase our understanding of life with cogni-

tive impairment in old age.

However, while severe states of neurodegenerative diseases have been shown to be associ-

ated with impaired recognition of emotion, knowledge of the degree to which ‘mild cognitive

impairment’ is associated with impaired recognition of emotions, is limited. Studies that have

included participants with mild cognitive impairment have been small in scale and have pro-

duced mixed findings [12–18]. Analyses of more than 4000 participants allowed us to more

reliably examine the link between cognitive function and recognition of facial expressions

across the full continuum of cognitive capacity, ranging from minor cognitive impairment to

possible dementia.

Methods

Ethics statement

Ethical approval for the Whitehall II study was obtained from the University College London

Medical School and the NHS London-Harrow Health Research Authority committees on the

ethics of human research; all participants provided written informed consent. All data were

analyzed anonymously.

Participants and study design

The Whitehall II study is a prospective cohort study of British civil servants established to

identify social determinants of health [19]. The initial study population was all London-based

office staff, aged 35–55 years, working in 20 departments on recruitment to the study in 1985–

8. With a response proportion of 73%, the initial cohort consisted of 10308 participants who

have now been followed up for over 25 years. In the present analyses we used cross-sectional

data from the 2012–2013 clinical examination when the Facial Expression Recognition Task

Cognitive function and recognition of emotions
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(FERT) was administered for the first time. A total of 6318 individuals participated in that

phase, of whom 4505 (71.3%) agreed to participate in testing using the FERT. After the exclu-

sion of 43 participants with missing data on Mini-Mental State Examination (MMSE) or

important covariates (n = 423) [20], i.e., educational level, depressive symptoms, or antidepres-

sant use, the analytical sample of 4039 participants included 3016 (74.7%) men and 1023

(25.3%) women aged 59 to 82.

After complete description of the study to the participants, all participants provided written

informed consent. Ethical approval for the Whitehall II study was obtained from the Univer-

sity College London Medical School and the NHS London-Harrow Health Research Authority

committees on the ethics of human research. Whitehall II data, protocols, and other metadata

are available to bona fide researchers for research purposes (see the Whitehall II data sharing

policy at http://www.ucl.ac.uk/whitehallII/data-sharing).

Cognitive function

We used the 30-item version of the Mini-Mental State Examination (MMSE) adapted to the

United Kingdom, to assess cognitive function [21, 22]. The MMSE is a common method of

screening for dementia, and correlates well with a number of cognitive screening scores and

neuropsychological tests [23, 24]. To differentiate ‘possible dementia’ or clinical cognitive

impairment from non-clinical cognitive states, a conventional cut-point for<24 was used [24,

25], resulting in the following categories of cognitive function: 30 points (reference), 29, 28, 27,

26, 25, 24, and<24. We used four MMSE subscores (attention/concentration, language skills,

memory recall and orientation) for a sensitivity analysis.

Recognition of emotion in facial expressions

The FERT, featuring neutral and five basic facially-depicted emotions: anger, fear, disgust, sad-

ness, and happiness, was derived from 10 individual characters in the Pictures of Facial Affect

Series [26], which has been morphed between each prototype and neutral [27]. The procedure

involves taking a variable percentage (10% increments) of the shape and texture differences

between two standard images which ranged from 0% (neutral) to 100% (full emotion). We

used a computerized version in which three examples of each emotion at each intensity were

presented (5 emotions × 10 intensities × 3 examples = 150 stimuli) [28]. With each face was

also depicted in a neutral expression, a total of 160 stimuli were presented. The stimuli were

presented in random order on a computer screen for 500 milliseconds after which they were

replaced by a blank screen. The FERT test includes adult, Caucasian and both male and female

faces. Participants were asked to respond as quickly and as accurately as possible by pressing

one of six labelled keys although the test was not time-limited. Accuracy was calculated as a

percentage of correct identification out of 30 expressions in each emotion (out of 10 in the

neutral expression). Misclassification, that is, bias towards any of the emotions measured, was

assessed by calculating the percentage of false recognition out of the 130 expressions (out of

150 in the neutral expression); for example, the percentage of recognizing fear in incorrect

responses to 130 expressions other than fear.

Covariates

Age, sex and self-reported years of education, which was requested at phase 5 survey (1997–9)

and was categorized as<13, 13–15, 16–18,>18 years were sociodemographic factors exam-

ined in this study and were chosen because they may confound the association between cogni-

tive function and recognition of emotions. Furthermore, the Clinical Interview Schedule-

Revised (CIS-R) [29] was used to identify participants with depressive symptoms. CIS-R is a

Cognitive function and recognition of emotions
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structured diagnostic interview from symptom scores for 14 psychiatric symptoms can be gen-

erated. A self-administered computerized version of CIS-R was used in this study [30], includ-

ing subscores of depression (anhedonia, sadness, feeling miserable, loss of interest in things,

and feeling guilty without a clear reason) and depressive ideas (feeling worthless, feeling hope-

less, feeling that life is not worth living, and suicidal thoughts). ‘Caseness’ was identified as a

score�2 in either of the sub-scores. Antidepressant use (yes/no) was based on the survey ques-

tionnaire [28].

Statistical analyses

We used multivariable analysis of variance to calculate difference in the mean scores and 95%

confidence interval between the MMSE score groups for each FERT subtest, with the highest

MMSE score (30 points) as the reference group. The first model was adjusted for age and the

second model was adjusted for age, sex, educational level, depressive symptoms and antide-

pressant use. We tested curvilinear trend in separate analyses by adding the squared continu-

ous MMSE score variable to the models in addition to the main effect of MMSE. Significant

curvilinear trend was indicated if the MMSE squared term produced significant association

with FERT outcomes in the model. As a sensitivity analysis, we examined the associations

using FERT misclassification rate as the outcome. Bonferroni correction to P-values (i.e., mul-

tiplying P-value with the number of comparisons, 7) was used to control for multiple testing in

an additional sensitivity analysis. Finally, we calculated bivariate Pearson correlation between

MMSE subscores and FERT accuracy test scores for each emotion. All analyses were per-

formed with SAS version 9.4 (SAS Institute Inc., Cary, NC, USA).

Results

The mean age of participants was 69.1 years, 25.3% were women, and 25.4% had less than 13

years of education (Table 1). Depressive symptoms were reported by 7.3% and antidepressant

use by 4.1%. Sixty-seven participants (1.7%) had the MMSE-score of<24 (range 7 to 23; 18

participants had less than 21 points) and 841 (20.8%) had the highest score (30 points). In

descending order, the highest accuracy in recognition of emotions was found for happiness

(mean of 69.3% correct), followed by ‘neutral’ (66.1%), fear (57.2%), disgust (54.3%), anger

(50.8%), and sadness (45.8%).

There were strong associations between the total MMSE cognitive function score and all

accuracy task outcomes in the age, sex, education, depressive symptoms and antidepressant

use adjusted models (Fig 1, panels A to F, S1 Table, Models 2). In general, study members with

greater cognitive impairment had lower accuracy across all FERT accuracy domains and

decreased performance in accuracy was evident already at minor (1 to 3-point) deficits in cog-

nitive performance. The Bonferroni-corrected analyses did not remarkably change this pic-

ture; Compared to the highest MMSE group (score = 30), the first significant decline in

emotion recognition was observed at the MMSE score of 28 in accuracy of anger, fear, and dis-

gust, 27 for sadness, and 25 for happiness.

The association was curvilinear in all accuracy tests (p� 0.023 for curvilinear trend), except

for anger and happiness for which the association was linear (p< 0.0001 for linear term). In

this case, curvilinearity suggests that facial expression recognition deteriorated with an acceler-

ated rate along with lowering cognitive function scores. There was some variation in the differ-

ence between mean accuracy in the recognition of different emotions: the multivariable

adjusted difference between the highest MMSE group and the group with the lowest score was

14.9 for anger, 15.5 for fear, 18.5 for disgust, 11.6 for sadness, 6.3 for happiness and 15.0 for

Cognitive function and recognition of emotions
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neutral (S1 Table). Thus, recognition of happiness seemed to be less affected by a severe

decline in cognitive function than other emotions.

The findings using an alternative indicator for emotion recognition, that is, emotion mis-

classification, largely replicated the findings on accuracy (Fig 1; S2 Table). The associations

were curvilinear (all p� 0.016 for curvilinear trend), except for misclassification of neutral

emotion where the trend was linear (p = 0.020). Multivariable adjusted mean difference in mis-

classification was 3.3 for anger, 4.0 for fear, 4.7 for disgust, 4.0 for sadness, 3.4 for happiness

Table 1. Characteristics of the Whitehall II study participants (n = 4039).

Characteristic Mean (SD) or N (%)

Age, Mean (SD) 69.1 (5.6)

Sex, N (%)

Men 3016 (74.7)

Women 1023 (25.3)

Years in education, N (%)

<13 1027 (25.4)

13–15 981 (24.3)

16–18 1250 (31.0)

>18 781 (19.3)

Depressive symptoms, N (%)

No 3744 (92.7)

Yes 295 (7.3)

Antidepressant use, N (%)

No 3874 (95.9)

Yes 165 (4.1)

Mini Mental State Examination (MMSE) score, N (%)

<24 (possible dementia) 67 (1.7)

24 59 (1.5)

25 103 (2.6)

26 255 (6.3)

27 529 (13.1)

28 936 (23.2)

29 1249 (30.9)

30 841 (20.8)

Facial Expression Recognition Task (FERT) score

Accuracy, Mean (SD)

Anger 50.8 (15.6)

Fear 57.2 (15.2)

Disgust 54.3 (13.6)

Sadness 45.8 (17.8)

Happiness 69.3 (12.6)

Neutral 66.1 (19.6)

Misclassification, Mean (SD)

Anger 3.9 (3.5)

Fear 5.9 (4.2)

Disgust 4.5 (4.0)

Sadness 5.6 (4.4)

Happiness 3.1 (3.6)

Neutral 26.5 (8.8)

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0185513.t001

Cognitive function and recognition of emotions
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and -3.5 for neutral (S2 Table). Bonferroni-corrected analyses did not change the main

conclusions.

S3 Table shows bivariate correlations between MMSE total score and subscores and accu-

racy of emotion recognition in the FERT, suggesting a slightly stronger association of the total

MMSE score with recognition of emotions than any of the MMSE subscores. Thus, it seems

that the findings are based on the global cognitive capacity rather than a deficit in any particu-

lar component of cognitive function.

Fig 1. (panels A to F) Multivariable adjusted association between the Mini-Mental State Examination

(MMSE) cognitive function test score and accuracy of emotion recognition in the Facial Expression

Recognition Task (FERT)a. aPoint estimates are mean and error bars 95% confidence intervals. Models are

adjusted for age, sex, educational level, depressive symptoms, and antidepressant use.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0185513.g001

Cognitive function and recognition of emotions
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Discussion

In this study among 4039 older adults, we examined the association between cognitive func-

tion and recognition of emotions in facial expressions across the full continuum of cognitive

capacity. The main finding in our study was that the ability to recognize emotion in facial

expressions might be affected at a relatively early phase of cognitive decline. Furthermore, a

curvilinear association that we observed in several tests suggests that the capacity to recognize

emotions may decline at an accelerated rate with the deterioration of cognitive function. The

findings were robust to adjustment for age, sex, educational level, depressive symptoms and

antidepressant use.

This evidence extends research on this field by showing that cognitive decline might not

only relate to memory, executive function and reaction time, but also to processing of emo-

tional information. Our findings add to the evidence obtained from earlier smaller-scale clini-

cal studies showing that disturbance in various neurocognitive processes (e.g. vigilance, speed

of processing, and cognitive flexibility) decreases a person’s ability to recognize emotion in

facial expressions [31–35]. Impaired recognition of emotions has been found among patients

with Alzheimer’s disease [4, 7, 8] while findings among participants with mild cognitive

impairment have been mixed [12–18].

We demonstrated that depending on emotion, the performance in the accuracy test started

to decline from 27 to 29 MMSE points out of the maximum 30 points. Scores 23 or less are

used to define ‘possible dementia’ whereas the scores between 24 and 30 are within the normal

range of cognitive function, although the low-bound scores might be associated with minor

cognitive impairment [24, 25]. The few previous experimental studies available on this issue

are small, used varying definitions of ‘mild cognitive impairment’ [14–16]. Although mild and

moderate Alzheimer’s disease have been found to adversely affect components of attention

[36], these deficits may be present already before the manifest disease and may further reduce

the performance in facial expression recognition.

Not all emotions seem to be affected to the same extent by cognitive function. The adjusted

mean difference in accuracy between the best and worst performed MMSE groups was 11.6 to

18.5 in other emotions but only 6.3 for happiness, suggesting that recognition of emotions

with negative valence might be more strongly affected than recognition of happiness. Interest-

ingly, infants younger than 5 months prefer happy faces over other emotions [2, 3]; we might

hypothesise that happy emotion is also the last one to be affected by severe cognitive decline

although this observations needs confirmation in other studies.

Clinical studies suggest better recognition of negative than positive stimuli among patients

with Alzheimer’s disease [37]. However, the present cohort was from a general population and

capable of performing the tests, thus, it is unlikely that many of the participants in our study

were at an advanced stage of Alzheimer’s disease or dementia. A future line of research could

apply neuroimaging studies to analyse the potential relationship of recognition of facial emo-

tions with accelerated cognitive ageing (not associated with a neurodegenerative disease), Alz-

heimer’s disease, other dementias, and small vessel cerebral ischemia which has been found to

be associated with mild cognitive impairment [38–40]. It would be important to examine

whether different types of stimuli, e.g., static versus dynamic, produce different findings [41].

It is also important to note that poor performance on emotion recognition tasks might reflect

impaired cognitive function rather than impaired emotion processing, per se, for example,

with difficulties in following task instructions or technical performance of tasks [14]. However,

neuroimaging data supports the hypothesis that impaired emotion recognition might indicate

early signs of impaired cognitive processing [39].

Cognitive function and recognition of emotions
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Two leading theories to explain emotion recognition are Theory-Theory and Simulation

Theory [42]. Theory-Theory emphasises rule-based cognitive processing in interpretation of

other people’s mental states, involving the use of conceptual (semantic) emotion-related

knowledge [43]. In Simulation Theory, the emphasis is on the other cognitive processes rather

than appraisal, such as motivational and physiological changes and the subjective emotional

experiences [44]. Simulation Theory postulates that humans recognize emotions by simulating

the other people’s emotional state in themselves. Although within the present study, we did

not directly test these theories, they highlight complex cognitive processes involved in emotion

recognition, which helps us to understand the findings.

A strength of the present study is a detailed analysis of the large range of cognitive perfor-

mance which allowed us to show that recognition of emotions in facial expressions starts to

decline already at the an early phase of impaired cognitive performance. Also a novel finding

in our study was a curvilinear trend between the MMSE scores and recognition of several emo-

tions; that is, the association between poorer cognitive function and poorer recognition of

facial expressions accelerated along with the deterioration of cognitive function.

Limitations of this study should be noted. The cross-sectional study design prevents us

from making inferences about the direction of the associations. Furthermore, the MMSE has

been developed to provide a brief screening test that quantitatively assesses the level of cogni-

tive impairment and cognitive changes over time, for example, among patient groups [23].

Thus, the MMSE does not provide a diagnostic tool to detect dementia which, however was

not the focus of our study. Moreover, as negative emotions elicit a higher arousal level than the

positive ones, arousal level might act as a mediator or effect modifier which should be exam-

ined in future studies. We had only one emotion with positive valence (i.e., happiness); the rest

of the emotions had negative valence [1]. In the future, it would be important to examine

whether equal number of emotions with negative and positive valence in the study would lead

to similar findings with ours. Although an advantage of our study population was its large size,

it represents an elderly, originally occupational cohort and therefore the findings may not be

generalizable to the total population of the United Kingdom.

Keeping in mind these limitations, this study provides new evidence on the association

between cognitive function and recognition of emotion in facial expressions. Because recogni-

tion of emotions in other people’s faces is a central aspect of social interaction, our findings

add to understanding of the determinants of interpersonal problems and mental health in

older people.

Supporting information

S1 Table. Association between the Mini-Mental State Examination (MMSE) cognitive

function test score and accuracy of emotion recognition in the Facial Expression Recogni-

tion Task (FERT).

(DOCX)

S2 Table. Association between the Mini-Mental State Examination (MMSE) cognitive

function test score and misclassification of emotion recognition in the Facial Expression

Recognition Task (FERT).
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S3 Table. Bivariate Pearson correlations (r) between Mini Mental State Examination

(MMSE) total score and subscores and accuracy of emotion recognition in the Facial
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